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Specific heat of the elpasolite Pb 2MgWO6
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The specific heat of Pb2MgWO6 has been measured in the temperature interval 83–370 K. An
anomaly in the specific heat associated with the phase transition atT05312.8 K has been
discovered. The thermodynamic parameters of the structural phase transitionFm3m2Pmcnhave
been determined. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03209-8#
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There exists a wide class of oxygen compounds w
general formula A2BB8O6, which undergo structural phas
transitions of diverse nature, including transitions associa
with compositional ordering of the cations B and B8. The
degree of ordering of the cations has a substantial affect
on the physical properties of the compound and on the na
of the structural transformations taking place in it.1 The tem-
perature of compositional ordering is determined, first of
by the difference in the charges and dimensions of the or
ing ions. Pb2B2WO6 compounds, as a rule, are order
mainly due to the significant difference in the charges of
B21 and W61 ions and in the high-temperature phase ha
elpasolite structure~an ordered perovskite, space gro
Fm3m).1 Depending on the size of the B21 ion in these
compounds, distorted phases of varied symmetry can be
alized by a change in the temperature. Elpasolite with Mg
the B ion undergoes transitions to the antiferroelectric sta2

which is preceded in the compound having Co as the B
by an incommensurate phase in a wide temperature inter3

Substitution of the cobalt ion by cadmium leads to a subs
tial growth in the temperature of loss of stability of the orig
nal cubic phase.4

Despite active research into oxygen elpasolites by v
ous methods, detailed information about their thermo
namic properties and their behavior during phase transit
are lacking. What information about them exists was o
tained for isolated representatives of the family and, a
rule, using a differential scanning calorimeter; only in Ref
was Pb2MgWO6 investigated using an adiabatic calorimet
but only in a limited temperature interval~275–311 K! in the
vicinity of the phase transition atT05303.5 K. At the same
time, from the temperature dependence of the relative e
gation and volume,2,6 it follows that additional thermody-
namic parameters associated with the phase transition~ther-
mal expansion coefficient, specific heat! should be presen
over a significant wider temperature interval. Referenc
investigated a ceramic material in which, so the auth
maintained, the existence of an inhomogeneous compos
is possible. It is entirely possible that this is precisely t
reason the temperature of the phase transition in this sam5
1541063-7834/99/41(9)/3/$15.00
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proved to be lower than its value determined in other stud
~312 K, Ref. 1!. The structure of the initial cubic phase an
the distorted phase of Pb2MgWO6 was resolved in Ref. 7
The symmetry of the low-temperature phase turned out to
orthorhombic with space groupPmcn. In a Raman light-
scattering study on a powder sample of Pb2MgWO6, a soft
mode was discovered in thePmcnphase, condensing in th
center of the Brillouin zone.8 This gave cause to believe tha
a phase transition of displacement type is realized in
compound. At the same time, the diffuse Raman signal
served in the cubic phase indicated that there is also a
tribution to the mechanism of the phase transition from p
nomena apparently associated with ordering of lead
oxygen atoms,8 which according to the structural studies a
disordered in the cubic phase over several local sites.7

The Raman scattering spectra and the dielectric cons
were later examined in greater detail in single-crys
Pb2MgWO6 ~Ref. 9!. The results of this study confirm th
hypothesis made in Ref. 8 of a double mechanism of t
phase transition. On the other hand, it is asserted that t
exists in this compound a phase intermediate between
cubic paraelectric phase and the orthorhombic antiferroe
tric phase, and a second phase transition occurs in the re
220–240 K.

The present paper reports a careful study of the spe
heat of elpasolite Pb2MgWO6 over a wide temperature rang
with the aim of elucidating the nature of its behavior a
determining its thermodynamic parameters such as the e
tence interval of the excess specific heat, entropy differen
and hysteresis of the phase transition temperature.

Specific-heat measurements were performed on the p
der sample used earlier in experiments to refine the struc
of the compound7 and in the Raman light scattering studies8

An analysis of the x-ray diffraction patterns showed that i
purities are absent in the sample which would have co
from the initial ingredients used in the solid-state synthe
and that foreign phases are absent as well.8 It was also es-
tablished that disorder is absent in the distribution of Mg21

and W61 ions occupying the sites at the centers of the c
responding octahedra.7 The sample in powdered form pos
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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sesses the advantage that it is free of the mechanical str
which inevitably arise in a ceramic during hot pressing.

The specific heat was examined in the interval 83–37
with the use of an adiabatic calorimeter in the regimes
discrete and continuous heating/cooling. A powder sampl
Pb2MgWO6 with mass 4.297 g was placed in an indium co
tainer which was sealed in a helium atmosphere. Be
300 K the measurements were performed using a liqu
nitrogen bath, and in the interval 290–370 using an ice b
The temperature regions of the phase transitions were ex
ined with the help of low-static thermograms with low rat
of variation of temperaturedT/dt56431024 K/s.

Results of the measurement of the specific heatCp(T)
are plotted in Fig. 1. One specific-heat anomaly is revea
with a maximum at 313.160.5 K.

Figures 2a and 2b present results of a specific-heat m
surement in the temperature region where some peculiar
in the Raman spectra and in the behavior of the dielec
constant were observed in Ref. 9 and interpreted as b
associated with a second phase transition in Pb2MgWO6.
The relatively small and uniform spread of the experimen
points from the smoothed curve ofCp(T), both in the series
of continuous heating and in the series of discrete heat
allows us to state unambiguously that there are no anom
in the specific heat in the investigated sample in the temp
ture interval 200–250 K, at least within the limits o
1.0 J/mol•K, which amounts to 0.5% of the total specifi
heat of the compound.

Thermographic studies of temperature regions cente
on the phase transitionFm3m2Pmcn allowed us to refine
the transition temperature toT05312.860.2 K, which is in
satisfactory agreement with the data of Ref. 2, and also
abled us to determine its hysteresisdT052.4560.2 K
~Fig. 3!. From the thermograms we also calculated the lat
heat ~or jump in the enthalpy at the phase transitio!,
which is equal to dH0523406200 J•mol21, and the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of Pb2MgWO6. The
dashed curve is the lattice specific heat.
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corresponding change in the entropydS05dH0 /T057.48
60.52 J•mol21

•K21. The quantitiesdH0 and dT0 in the
sample investigated in this study turned out to be two tim
larger than the values obtained in Ref. 5. This also testi
on behalf of a higher degree of perfection of the powd
sample in comparison with a ceramic sample since a
crease indH0 and dT0 from one sample to another of th
same compound A2BB8O6 can be due to a ‘‘washing out’’ of
the phase transition as a consequence of the presence i
sample of significant mechanical stresses and/or a disrup
of the degree of ordering of the B and B8 ions.

The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the anomaly in
dielectric constant at the phase transition in Pb2MgWO6 was
investigated in Refs. 10 and 11. The data of different auth
differ quite significantly:dT0 /dp520.59 ~Ref. 10! and
20.38 K/GPa~Ref. 11!. Using this information and the valu
of dS0 determined in the present work, it is possible to u
the Clapeyron–Clausius equationdT0 /dp5(dV0 /V)/dS0 to
calculate the jump in the volume at the phase transit
point, which turns out to lie within the limits (dV0 /V)
52(3.725.7)31023 for the two values ofdT0 /dp corre-
sponding to the data of Refs. 11 and 10. Experimentally
has been found that (dV0 /V)522.631023 ~Ref. 11! and
24.731023 ~Ref. 6!.

To calculate the integral thermodynamic characteris

FIG. 2. Specific heat of Pb2MgWO6 in the region of the second phas
transition suggested in Ref. 9, measured using the methods of continuou~a!
and discrete~b! heating, with deviations of the experimental points from t
corresponding smoothed curves.
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of the phase transition between the cubic and orthorhom
phases, it was necessary to separate out the anomalous
tribution DCp(T), defined as the difference between the to
Cp(T) and latticeClat(T) specific heats. The latter was d
termined by fitting the experimental data far from the pha
transition temperatureT0 by the Debye and Einstein func
tions Clat(T)5A1D(uD /T)1A2E(uE /T) and is represented
by the dashed line in Fig. 1. By varying the datasets for
high- and low-temperature phases included in the process
we determined optimal values of the consta
A15391.4 J•mol • K, A25113.0 J•mol • K, uD5262.3 K,
and uE5552.7 K. The temperature interval in which th
anomalous specific heat occurs turned out to be quite w
from 200 to 345 K, which is in satisfactory agreement w
the thermal expansion data of Ref. 6.

The excess entropy of the phase transition was ca
lated by integrating the function (DCp /T)(T). The total en-
tropy difference associated with the phase transition isDS0

513.0061.05 J•mol21
•K21. The ratiodS0 /DS050.58 in-

dicates that the Fm3m2Pmcn phase transition in
Pb2MgWO6, although first order, is quite close to the tricrit
cal point.

While refining the structure of the cubic phase, we n

FIG. 3. Thermograms recorded during the heating~1! and cooling~2! in the
vicinity of the Fm3m2Pmcnphase transition in Pb2MgWO6.
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ticed that the best values of the variousR-factors correspond
to the situation where the lead atoms are disordered o
several equivalent sites.7 At the same time, these quantitie
turned out to be very similar to each other for the possi
displacements of the lead atoms in the^100&, ^110&, and
^111& directions leading to 6, 12, and 4 equivalent site
respectively. In the orthorhombic phase, along with sm
rotations and weak distortions of the octahedra, we ind
discovered a displacement of the lead atoms along the@010#p

axis of the pseudocubic cell. Thus, the structural data sug
that the contribution to the entropy difference associa
with theFm3m2Pmcnphase transition in Pb2MgWO6 due
to ordering of the lead atoms should beDS/R5 ln 651.79.
The entropy difference determined in the present wo
DS0 /R51.5660.13, turns out to be less than this value, b
larger than ln 4. As for the change in the entropy due
rotation of the octahedra, this quantity, as was shown
Ref. 12, is not large as a rule.
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